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Attention! The invaders are coming this way
The only known weapon is to project loud dance music

This affects their nervous system
By all means: do NOT leave the discotheques or cars without

A portable radio or you will be in danger...

Nobody knows how the bombs didn't harm them
They tried to shoot them and it went through them

The one thing we know is that music drives them crazy
Music with rhythm seems to annoy them

See them run, it drives them insane
They don't know how to cope, our only hope

Beat the drums and dance to the beat - for your life!

"Get a radio" that's what everybody's saying
"It will confuse them, it will destroy them"

That's the only way 'cause with loud dance music playing
You're not in danger, fear is a stranger.

Turn it on and dance to the beat
And they'll go out of sight at speed of light

Win the fight by dancing to music the whole night

Doesn't work! (you've got a broken radio)
My radio doesn't work!! (your radio doesn't work)

Attention! The invaders are coming this way..

Now I've got to know why the hell I'm so unlucky
Gave back the old one to get a new one

A broken radio that is all I've got to fight them
or the invaders they'll shoot their lasers

Radio, my life's in your hands
Don't leave me sitting here, nothing to hear

You're the one, with your music you'll save my life
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Doesn't work! (you've got a broken radio)..
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